Ten years ago military psychiatric duties brought me into direct, often intense, contact with large numbers of young American men and women. Ideas set into motion during that three-year experience later received new force when there was opportunity to psychoanalyse a number of adolescents and young adults outside the military setting. Family treatment and experience added some conviction that emotional and psychological forces were fermenting in these young persons, that our professional books do not as yet explore. The symptoms and traits bringing these young people grudgingly into psychiatric offices, generally in tow of a parent, are, college or high school failure, attempted suicide, behavioural difficulties, and a detachment bordering on indifference to their own lives and development.
This paper is an attempt to bring these clinical observations, together with certain social and literary phenomena, in the hope of conveying something useful in the understanding of our young people.
Two sixteen-year-old boys walk down a street at midnight. A police car stops. The spotlight shines on them, the police call out telling them to stand still. One mutters to the other, "let's give 'em a run". As one, they dart down the street, and seconds later the police are in full pursuit. A second radio car and two policemen on foot join the chase, and the boys are caught. When they are asked for identification, they produce it; they are not in any trouble, have no reason to run. One policeman asks, in exasperation and wonderment, why they ran. The answer is an off-hand, laconic "For kicks".°P resented at the Canadian Psychiatric Association Meeting -Vancouver, 1964. 'Paul F. Eggertsen, Colonel, USAF, Consultant, Psychiatry and Neurology, Office of the Surgeon General, Washington, D.C.
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Members of my generation would have stepped into the spotlight with arms raised, eager to produce proof that we weren't guilty of anything and still feeling vaguely guilty simply because we had been picked up. In a way, this is a funny story. But frightening questions are raised: What are these youngsters doing? What are they practising? What pleasure do they find in mocking guilt, mocking fear, and making a panting fool of a policeman My generation's misdeeds were done in the heat of anger or fear. These youngsters do not experience fury and terror. They run from the police, not afraid, not angry, not guilty, but under some other genius. They are 'cool'.
There is a continuum between this minor and harmless incident and the horrifying mockery in the act of the man who killed everyone on an aeroplane to kill his mother so he could collect her insurance and buy a lunch counter, and then went to his death cold, unrepentant, unpenetrated and non-committal. Perhaps it seems far-fetched to compare the two incidents? But how else can we understand these offenders and their offhand, non-committal, guiltless response? 'Coolness' pervades the behaviour of these youngsters, no matter how serious their offences.
As a parent of teenage children, I am sometimes afraid. I am not especially afraid of the switch-blade goons but of the bright, talented, personable boy next door who dresses well, has a car, and joins high school fraternities. Make no mistake, this kid is tough. He is tougher than I was or you were. He is lonelier, despite his gangs. He knows that when the chips are down he must save himself, that in this dog-eat-dog world, he is alone. He is out for 'kicks'. When he goes to a party it often becomes a wild noisy brawl. The house is taken over, the whiskey found, and the lights turned out. I do not intend to imply that all teen-agers fit such a description nor that it is necessarily 'bad' for those who do.
Most large cities of the world experience such phenomena; in England, it is the 'Teddy-Boy' or the 'Rocker', in Russia, the 'Stilyagi', in America, the 'Hood' or 'Hardrock'. Something has happened at which our generation can only guess since we have no chance to live it. A communicative abyss exists between us and this generation which transcends the historical separation of any previous generations. A new dimension is involved.
I stand on the declining edge of one generation, arbitrarily aged 35 to 45, and those only slightly younger stand on the inclining edge of the next kind of man. Between us and this new kind of man is a psychological gulf which sometimes seems almost bridgeless. The generation on my side of the gulf has been a generation on the make. Being on the make presumes the world to be full of good things which can be attained by work or manipulation. Our teenage generation seems to believe that there is nothing 'out there' to make or worth making. There is a cynical core, an anarchic, ahistoric centre to much of teenage living. It is difficult to define the fulfilling aspects of whatever it is that drives them, but they know something, live and feel and are moved by something, that we who are only slightly older cannot know or live or enjoy.
What is the 'kick'? I have some idea but doubt that I would care to experience it in the full-lived existential sense. Probably I could not. A 'kick' has the quality of being ahistoric. It is an act separated from cause and effect, ignorant of history, outside the ineluctable deterministic connection between one act and another. With a wilful, wayward act called a 'kick' these youngsters comment ironically upon the whole dynamism of culture as we know it. In the 'kick' they introduce. atonality and randomness while they mock 'all that sentimental jazz' that until they came along, was the centre of life. In their exercise of caprice youngsters form habits or choose activities which they call 'kicks'. Later they 'kick' these habits-again the emphasis being upon the capricious nature of choice.
Perhaps these young people are reintroducing will, individual will, as a dominant social factor. Perhaps they want to prove that caprice can make or unmake chains of circumstances or change the existence of everyone around them, or, as embodied in a Hitler, alter by will all that is human. And as if this were not frightening enough, in a world full of powerful and wilful people who have the pride to make their own 'moralities', what will the leaders be like? Or can there be leaders in such a world?
An impression shared by many psychoanalysts who treat teenagers is one of frustration; of failure by our standards; of being 'cut-out'; of being impotent. We experience an unpleasant and frightening sense of helplessness in the face of someone who, without knowing or choice, is essentially alone, who accepts this but has not yet realized the power in it, the power of someone who cannot be touched by law, sentiment, moral code, cause and effect, history, religion, or guilt, if he chooses by an act of will not to be so touched. Reason as a tool of therapy is doubly worthless in approaching a person with no faith in and no sense of history.
The heroes of this generation stand on public stages making copulatory movements and screaming the words, "You ain't nothin' but a houn' dog!" What can this be but mockery? The twist, an ironic ritual of sex, mocks the movements and the frenzy without touch. Emancipated from the inexorable flow of development, this generation mocks parents, sexuality, and causation. They see no required connection between a question and its answer. Their music, their art, and their drama are atonal, ahistoric and athematic; full of caprice, full of non-sequitur, full of surprise, and full of terror.
Teen-agers abhor buses. They will walk miles, take taxis they can ill afford or not go at all, rather than submit to the levelling of a prescribed route, the stupid stopping at every block, the automaton filing on and off. Buses are standar?ized mindless monsters that carry will-less passengers on given routes at g~v~n speeds to given points; never deviaung, they block and bully more agile traffic by virtue of size and colour. The teenager as a wilful animal cannot endure this massive affront to caprice. He finds in the bus the most unbearable aspects of our culture.
Recently a young man who had been coming to see me several times a week for a year stopped me in the midst of an interpretation. My information, bearing on. the suicide of an older brother, was pOIgnant and pertinent to his life and ways. He held up his hand, both as ã ignal to stop and as a gesture of ward-In~-o~. Then with peculiar intensity he said, I have the feeling I want to laugh, I could laugh. When my counsellor in college had been listening to all the awful. and stupid things I felt and had been doing,~e asked~e why I was smiling". y patient fell sI1e~t. He began to wring hIS hands, repeatIng, "What does it mean, what does it mean?"
My earnest interpretation, so meaningful seconds before, was reduced to insignificance in this sudden turn of events. This dogged, undramatic young man had never been given to histrionics. We sat~hocke~and silent, one in pain and pamc, one In amazement. Then the cold ide of his meaning swept over me, and In the. face of his terror and mine I offered haltingly that it must horrify him to realize that he could destroy whatever world existed between us with an act of will, that he could reduce this most serious moment, and with it all that had been slowly and painfully built between us, to nothing. His laugh would have been such an act of mockery -only his dim awareness saved that world for that hour. Knowing that one can upon impulse erase meaning from the world and at the same time being aware of one's capricious nature is a mixture of power and terror that would be the pride of any witch. This is madness of the will, it. is the outer opposite of the act of wilfulness that is suicide though suicide may follow, it is the external mirrortwin of the wilful stubbornness of schizophrenia .though schizophrenia may follow. ThIS young man suffers neither depression nor schizophrenia but existential despair in the grim audience of his own nature. Henry Miller's 'Tropic' books sound the insolent triumph of individual caprice over plot, consequence, and care. The arrogant repetition of unconnected anecdotal nastiness slaps the reader's face. Offered without preparation are the heady power of caprice and the grandiosity of contempt for others. Adolesc 7nts c~n hardly be expected to discern, hidden In the artful bait of titillation, the hook of despair. If these books should be banned, it s~ould not be for their sorry pornographic content but for their temptation to cynicism, to a life unhindered by contingency. The early Miller books and the lives of some of our teenagers have in common a subtle and savage attack upon the very centre of o~r psychological~?rld. Salinger contrrbutes by popularizing the mocking of parents as sentimental Victorians more to be patiently endured than heard.
I have shown the cynic thus far only in the dimension of time, his lack of a deterministic sense of consequence. It is fruitful to conceive the cynic also structurally ... timelessly. In this dimension every element of life is experienced as technique. Nothing has essential meaning; everything is a shadow of what VaLlO, No.3 should be present but is n?t. Any~ind of trick can be played with technique which is unrelated to substance, and cynics spend centrally empty lives devoted to style rather than meaning, the incidental rather than the contextual. With nothing to lose, the untouched cynic can hide forever in technique. Our youngsters, obsessed with style, are untouched and unafraid. They do not fear parent~, police, jail, sin, or death. At least fear IS not found in the ordinary places and for the usual reasons. As with my young patient, I think they are afraid. T~e problem is to find the fear a~d suffer It, to discover both the connections to style and the chains of consequence that were severed in the burial of fear by the enthronement of pride as will and caprice.
Freud and the other forebears of our supposedly psychologically enlightene? age have contributed generously to this unfortunate state of affairs. Our adolescents have heard so much about technique that they are trapped by it. We have pretended to clear up the mysteries by giving them what we proudly supposed was full information. So these youngsters are side-tracked into technique as the source of answers, as the centre of things. Such and such foreplay, this and that position, so many strokes, and many other boring elements make up a technical ritual which, if performed precisely, will yield satisfying orgasm. If the orgasm is unsatisfying, then the technique of course must be incorrect; positions are changed and foreplay altered, rather than attention being painfully directed to the only important ingredient of sex life, the human relationship existing between the partners. The twist is again an apt and ironic comment. The obsession with grades rather than concern for the substance of education is likewise analogous. Tranquillizers are offered in lieu of insight and moral choice.
Much oversimplified, Freud's basic early view was that sex not only forced its way into everything human, but that vagaries of technique, in sexual e?uca~ion actually molded the human beI.ng: into his final form. The same heresy IS involved in the obsession with technique-assex symbolism shared by so many psychoanalysts.
A quite different but equally cohesive and satisfactory possibility is that everything human can be accompanied by sexuality as a passive but he1pful and desirable travelling companion.~ro~rea tion would be served as well 10 either instance, possibly better in. the latter. Sexuality can express anything human: cruelty, love, play or dominance,. and apart from complex human emotions, sex is a boring physical routine. that even animals find only occasionally inter~st ing. It is only one of the expreSSIve modes, though a rich one, if the people involved are richly human. (As a captive of the psychoanalytical system of metaphor, I have fallen victim to my own trap.)
In conclusion, it may be said that we have been seriously mistaken on this matter of technique, both sexual and child-raising. We rob young peop~e of sex by reducing it to gimmick and ritual, Child-raising as 'technique' be~omes mere training method, and children manipulable little machines rather than the constantly turning emotional kaleidoscopes they 'a1"e. For our own wilful acts as parents we get the 'kick' in return. Our young perhaps deserve to jeer. We perhaps have earned their cool mockery, which, humourous or deadly, demonstrates their capricious but often creative freedom.
Summary
Our present age has contributed a 'new' factor to the historical dialogue between the forces of rebellion and the status quo. From many sources movements have arisen which have in common non-predictability. In mathematics this is known as the non-linear relationship, in literature the non-novel, in drama the theatre-of-the-absurd, and in physics and philosophy the 'uncertainty principle'. In psychotherapy, particularly of adolescents, there is often seen a remarkable capricious wilfulness which, rich in irony, often sabotages the entire psychotherapeutic effort. The same cool mockery of social form pervades much of adolescent life, being seen in the. 'twist', the college beach migrations, the loosely integrated gangs (mods and rockers, stilyagi, hoods). The 'kick', the capricious hallmark of the 'cool' experience, can reduce the whole idea of deterministic form to something which may be 'allowed' to exist or may be brushed rudely aside by an act of wilfulness. This paper makes no moral pronouncement on this development as 'bad' or 'good', but merely attempts to describe a phenomenon.
Resume
Notre generation a apporte un 'nouvel' element au dialogue historique entre les forces de la rebellion et celles du 'statu quo'. De plusieurs sources, des mouve-menrs ont surgi qui ont en commun l'imprevisible. En mathernatiques, cela s'appelle les rapports de non-linearite, en litterature, Ie non-roman, au theatre, l'art dramatique de l'absurde et, en physique comme en philosophie, Ie principe de l'incertitude. En psychotherapie, surtout chez les adolescents, on observe frequemment une obstination remarquablement capricieuse qui, fortement ironique, fait souvent echouer tout l'effort psychotherapeutique, La rnerne froide moquerie des conventions sociales anime souvent une bonne part de la vie de l'adolescent er se fait jour dans Ie twist, l'invasion des plages par les collegiens, les bandes sans direction bien precise ('mods', 'rockers', 'stilyagis", "voyous'). Le 'stimulant', caracteristique capricieuse de l'experience de l'adolescent, peut reduire toute l'idee de la forme deterrninistique a quelque chose qui peut etre'toIere' ou rudement ecarte par un acte volontaire. L'auteur ne s'erige pas en moraliste pour dire si ce phenornene est bon ou mauvais, mais cherche tout simplement a definir la question. 
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